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FULTON', KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JULY 12, 1946

ADVERTISING
GOES
HOME IN
THE NEWS

NUMBER TWENTY-FOUR

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
Youth Finds Body Of
Former Fulton Pastor
1 Country Club Here
!Ensign Charles Pique
South Fulton Students
One Of Fulton's Most
Liege Netherlands At
Died Monday At Paris
Sponsors Annual
Completes Navy Cruise
In Bike-Auto Accident
Active Business Firms
South Fulton School
Golf Tournament

Rev. Edmund Birten Rucker, Sr.,
James Howard Baker, 13, Died
W. P. Barnette Buys Local Dairy Netherland Had Fractured Skull 62, died Monday at his home in
From Injuries Sustained When
Plans are being made for the AnParis,- Tenn., after a long illness.
Quimern From His Brother
arid Had Been Dead Several
Hit By Auto Sunday.
nual 18-Hole Ken-Terin Amateur
Funeral
services
were
held
WedDays, It Is Reported
Golf Tournament to be staged at
nesday
afternoon
at
the
First
Starting out hack in 1939 with
the Fulton Country Club, ThursJames Howard Baker 13, son of
Methodist Church at Paris. Rev. L.
ally two employes, the Fulton
Liege Netherland, 58, resident of
day, August 15. The tournament
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Baker of near
Pure Milk Company now employes South Fulton, was found dead the O. Hartman conducted the servic- will start at 8 a. m. and continue
McConnell, Tenn., died
Sunday
When people, and is serving pa- night of July 4th about 7:15 p. m., es, and burial followed at the Paris until 3 p. rn.
nigh tabout 6:30 o'ciock in the
trons in Fulton, Hickman and by the eight year old grandson of cemetery.
A beautiful trophy has been set
Weakley County Hospital at MarHe is survived by his vvidow, the
coUnties, with routes in Lassiter Cheatham. The body was
up for the first prize, and a $25
tin, from injuries sustained when
former
Valma
Patterson;
his five bond svill
Fulton, Hickman, Clinton, Martin. lying•at the entrance of the ele.
be the second prize.
he was struck by an automobile
Sharon, Greenfield and Bradford.
rnentary school building of South children Edmund Rucker, Jr., of There will be 20 additional blind
while riding a bike Op the Fulton. W. P. Burnette this week pur- Fulton, and the boy discovered it Fulton; Robert Rucker, Nashville; prizes.
Martin highway. The accident occhased the local dairy concern from as he rode his pony down Davis Mrs. Virginia Routon of Sidney,
An added feature of the program
curred Sunday afternoon about one
his brother, N. W. Barnette. The Mill-st. Officers Bu4.hart and Sand- Neb., Richard Rucker of Memphis; will be the Hole-in-One Tournao'clock.
grandchildr
two
en,
Joe
Routon
Jr., ment. The entrance -fee
former is well krif,ywn in this sec- ers of South Fulton were called to
is $1.00,
Young Baker, and his companion,
and Gene Burton Routon; one brotion., and has been, active in dairy the scene.
and amateur golfers in Kentucky
James Mallory Brockwell, 12 son
improvement weft foe many years.
Netherland had been missing ther, Robert M. Rucker of lVfcKen- and Tennessee have been invited
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brockwell of
lie attended Fulton' High school, since Tuesday of last week, and had zie and one sister, Mrs. Frank Wig- to participate.
McConnell, were returning home
.snd received his B. S_ degree in suffered a fractured skull. The cor- gins of Beech Grove, Ky.
from the river where they had been
Rev. Rucker was well Icnown
Agriculture from the University of ner's inquest called by J. H. Lowe,
FULTON LIONS
in swimming. Brockwell was riding
Kentucky in 1931, majoring in mayor of South Fulton, conposed here, having spent the last five
Ensign Charles E. Pigue, son of on the handle bars of the
ATTEND PROGRAM
bicycle,
dairying. Meantime he was with of a jury made up of Roy Adams, years of his ministery in this city. AT
308
Pigue,
Bertes
Mr. and Mrs.
WINGO SCHOOL
and Baker was pedalling.
the State Dairy Department, aid- Charles Arnn, Neal Clinard, Buter He was born in Rutherford CounThird-st, Fulton, has almost comMr. Stubblefield of
Detroit,
'nein improvement of dairy herds Teague. H. L. Potts and Milton ty, Murfreesboro, Tenn., May 13,
Monday night was Charter Night pleted a three month training cruise Mich., formerly of Dresden, was
1885
and
came
to
West
in the Purchase area.
Tennessee for
Counce, who declared that Netherthe Wingo Lions Club, which aboard the light cruiser, USS Cleve- driving the car which struck them.
He joined this Pet Milk Company land "met his death at the hands when a young man. He received was
sponsored by the Fulton Lions. land. On June 28 the Cleveland, He gave himself up to the sheriff
his education at McTyiere, McKenat Mayfield in 1938, and in 1940 of some unknown person.''
A fine program was held at the with Cruiser Division 14, arrived in at Martin, and was placed under
removed to Martin where he conNetherland, who WaS employed by zie, Tenn., Middle Tennessee State Wingo high school building,
bond. It is said that the accident
with Philadelphia.
Murfreesboro, 18 members
tinue his dairy work in Weakley O. C. Hastings, and did gardening Teachers College.
of the Fulton club and
was unavoidable.
and
Emory
University,
count y. W hile there dairy herds and other work. was thb brother
Atlanta, their wives
attending.
The youths were rushed to the
SERVICE NOTES
showed marked improvement in of. Will Netherland of near Fulton. Ga. He taught in Weakley, Carroll
Bill Browning opened the pro.
hospital, and Baker succumed to
and
Stuart counties in the leading
numbers and quality. and milk pro- tie also has two sisters.
Jimmy
Carter.,
is
AS,
now
stagram and the group sang "Amerchest injuries. The Brcsckwell lad
durtion improved twenty fold. BurFuneral services and interment high schools, and also one term in ica." Boone Majors, of Wingo,
was tioned at Bainbridge, Maryland.
sustained head injuries, arm and
Kentucky.
netts. was president of the Ken- were held last Friday afternoon.
the toastmaster. Thomas Holoway
shoulder bruises and
cuts, but
He spent nineteen years in the
tucky Purchase Parish Jersey CatPvt. James Doris Merrell is now
welcomed the guests, and James
his condition is not critical.
Memphis
Methodist
Cogference, un- Warren of
tle Club for the past two years,
stationej
at
Antonio,
San
Texas
in
Fulton responded.
National Food Canning
Funeral services for the Baker
til he was forced to retire from the
and dirw;tor of the Kentucky Jerclub charter was presented the Air Corps. He is the son of Mr. youth were held Tuesday
afternoon
Week, July 15 to 22 ministery because of failing health. byThe
sey Cattle Club. He served two
Fred Schultz, of Murray, dis- and Mrs. Don J. Merrell of 204 at the McConnell
Baptist church.
He moved to Paris last fall.
terms as president of the Martin
trict governor, to the Wingo presi- Oak-st, Fulton.
with interment at Mt. Zion cemeCbarnber of Commerce in 1944 and Home Preservation To Release
dent. Thomas Holoway.
tery.
Food For Famine Arras
DISTRICT MEETING OE
1945.
'Earl
W.
Brockman,
Slc,
Fulton,
Those present from Fulton were
He is survived by his parents; a
PURE BRED LIVESTOCK
N. W. Burnette purchased the
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Gregory, Mr. Route 4, has received his discharge sister. Mrs. William
National Home Food lereservation
E. French of
ASSOCIATION SEPT. V7 and
from the Navy.Patton Pure Milk Co., from C. A.
Mrs.
Russell
Pitchford, Mr. and
Fulton; four brothers, William Lee
Davanla. Ln May 1043, he moved Week has been set July 15-22 by the
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mr. and
Plans are being :nade for the
tbe plant trora Mears-st to its U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Pfc. Donald N. Gipson has been Balcer of Milan, Landoff Baker of
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mr. and Mrs.
transferred from. Lowry Field, CoL, McConnell, Warditidkairimof Mcpresent home on Fourth-st Extens- marking the beginning of efforts to district meeting of the West Ken- Ed Hantiephin,
Mr. and Mrs. ForConnell, find JanTe—IPTifalfar Baker
havtng purchase a nev.. brick set a new record in the preserva- tucky Purebred Livestock Asso- est Riddie, Mr.
to Ft. Worth, Tex.
aud Mrs. Clarence
of Fulton.
veneer building from Mr. Prince. tion of home- foods. The week will ciation to be held at Hickman, Stephens, -Bill
Browning,- James
From time to time new equip- stress the need for saving all possi- September 27, according to Justin Warren, Paul
Wallace McCollum, son of Mrs.
Boyd and Ronald
ble
foods
for
the
coming
winter
Attebery.
:Trent has been added to the plant,
C. C. McCollum, has received his Fulton School Board
Jones.
months
at
a
time
when food supThe ass15ciation is composed of
as the bie•!ness grew: such as moddischarge from the U. S. Navy, affer
Fills Four Vacancies
ern pasteurizer, bottle filler, bot- plies are badly needed throughout members from Fultoe, Hickman, REV. REID
two years in service.
RETURNS
Graves. Ballard, Carlisle. Callo- AS
tle washer, aerioator and cooler, the world.
PASTOR OF THE
The Fulton Board of Education
Home foo dpreservation not only way, Marshall, McCracken and Livlargr refrigeration unit, etc., until
Donald H. Sensing, S2c, 710 VinePRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
met Monday night and filled four
increase
will
supplies
American
for
ingston
counties.
today the local plant is one of the
st. Fulton, has recieved his disvacancies on the teaching staff of
Members of the association met
largest and best equipped in West families, it is pointed out, but it
Rev. W. R. Reid, who has been charge from the Navy.
the city schools. This leaves one
also will help to release foods parti- June 27 at Paducah svith the Kiss
Kentucky.
, pastor of the local
vacancy caused by the resignation
Cumberland
W. P. Burnette and wife. who re- cularly adapted for shipment to anis Club. Those attending from Presbyterian Church
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG
for the past
of Miss Ovaline Coffman, home
this section included Claud Free- two
side on Fulton, Route I. have three famine areas abroad.
HELD
IN CONNECTION
years, and been recalled to sthe
economics teacher.
During the war years Victory man, Carnell Hancock. Joe Holland
4.-auldien: George Ely 7, Jean Carol
WITH MURDER HERE
Fulton church.
Miss Christine Jones of Cayce,
Gardens
produced
more than 8 mil- and Justin Attebery.
5, and Billie 3. Mrs. Burnette was
Since coming to the local church,
Much progress has been made in
formerly Miss 'Corinne Hicks of lion tons of food annually, and
William Armstrong was -irrdsted .who has taught at the school there
the work andspirit of the memberhousewives
prseerved recent months by tha association,
Paris, Tenn., daughter of Mr. and American
July 5th, and held for a hearing for 15 years, has accepted the position of first grade teacher at Termore than three and a half billion which is striving to improve live- ship has shown a surge upward, at Union City Monday,
We._ Ellis Hicks.
July 8, in
and Rev. Reid has done some splenEmployes of the local dairy con- quarts of fruits and vegetables year- stock in the Purchase district, by
connection with the murder of ry-Norman.
did work. Every year the church
the enlimination of scrub sires.
cern include: Smith Brown, route ly during the same period.
Lige Netherland, 58, *hose body
Jack Carter, former Fulton High
board has raised the pastor's salforman, David Phelps, routeman . Because of the world wide food
was found July 4th, at the entrance Scheol teacher, has been chosen
ary,
in
keeping
with
the
resting cest of the South
and manager of the ice cream par- shortage, the need the repeating CAYCE HOMEMAKERS
Fulton elementary as math instructor and assistant
of living.
lor io Martin; Preston Burtoh, and even exceeding these records
principal at Carr Institute. He will
school building.
Thousands of dollars have been
also assist J. B. Goranflo in coachrouteman, Martin; G.- A. Under- is greater now than it was then.
A review of the years work on set aside
for the building fund,
Record crops of home grown and clothing constructio
..wood, wholesale routeman,
in.
n was given by and as soon as
Fulton;
materials are availLATHAM
C/yrfe Whitlock, routeman West commercially produced vegetables Mrs. T. Sowell and Mrs. J. B. McMiss Nell Warren, daughter of
able,
the
AND
church
BIBLE
expects to start
UNION
Fallon; Warden Whitis, routeman and fruits are available, and every- Gehee when the Cayce HomemakC. H. Warren, former Baptist mina
new
building.
one is urged to take advantage of ers held their last meeting
East Fulton: Byron
ister here, was elected to fill the
McAlister,
of the
Late news from Mr. Lonnie Petrozrteinan Clinton; Dewey Johnson, these supplies. Farm families can year at the home of Mrs. W. C.
vacancy left by Mrs. M. W. Haw's
KENTUCK
tiet
is
Y
FARM
that
he
DEBT
is
recovering
from
make
a great contribution toward Sowell.
rooternan, Hickman; Virginia Howresignation as teacher of public
a
serious
LOWEST
IN
operation
27
YEARS.
nicely
and will schobl music.
ard, bookkeeper; Dick Turner and meeting world food needs by canDuring the business session Miss
Miss Warren will rebe brought home from Memphis
Mae McAlister, plant foremen; Tom- ning as much as possible of home Alf.ce Sowell was elected to attend RICE commErsrns FARMERS
ceive her degree from Peabody in
this
week.
my Simons. bottle floorman; Neal grown crops.
Homemakers camp at Bethel ColMr. Elmer Dunning received his August. She attended school in
"Less than 40 percent of KenCooperating in this program will lege. Hopkinsvill
Holly, refrigeration; George ChapFulton, and has many friends here.
e, Ky.
discharge
tucky's
recently from the Navy
farm
mortage
debt
is
on
a
be
various
cqnsumer and trade
man, bottle sterlIzer; Artie Moore
Plans were made to have the
Miss Charlene Martin of Cadiz,
and
is
at
home
long-term
amortized
with
his
basis
which
parents.
groups, the President's Famine Cayce Homemaker
cam sterilizer.
s annual picnic
Mr. and dMrs. Gillam Harrison Ky.. replaces Mrs. Ethel Butterprotects the farmer as much as it
The Burnette brothers are two Emergency Committee, the National August 16, at the home of Mrs. W.
commercial
protects the lender," announces of Flint. Mich., spent the week end worth, resigned, as
of Fulton's outstanding farmers and Garden Institute, the National Red C. Sowell.
teacher. Miss Martin has had four
in Latham.
Ernest
Rice,
president
of
the
FedCross,
the
Extension
Service,
and
dairymen, and their efforts in imOfficers were elected. President, eral Land Bank of Louisvillle.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byars from years teaching experience and will
proving dairy herds and production various other public and private Mrs. W. B. Sowell;
vice
Detroit,
president,
Mich., are visiting her par- receive her Master's ddegree in
His statement was made on the
en this section deserve much praise. groups.
August.
Mrs. A. J. Lowe; Sec.-Treas., Miss
heels of figures released by the ents Mr .and Mrs. Sam Maxey of
It is fortunate that W. P. Barnette
Alice Sowell; recreation leader,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics this community.
ha& given up his position with -Pet LAMB POOL SET FOR
Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Arvei (Jack) Pinks- FORMER FULTONIAN
showing United States farm mort116}k Company to devote his entire FULTON, JULY 16
Eight members and two visitors
ton are rejoiceing over the arrival DROWNS LAST WEEK
gage
debt to have dropped to $5,time to the promotion of the local
Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Thomas were
0817,000,000. its lowest level since of a baby girl born at Martin HosAnother Lamb Pool will be held
dairy plant, and dairying in genMrs. G .G. Hill, 19. nee Miss Patpresent.
pital last Saturday. They were
in Fulton at the Illinois Central
1915. Kentucky's farm mortgage
eral in thLs locality.
brought to her parents, Mr. and sy Elizabeth Thacker, formerly of
railroad stock pens on July 16, Roy
debt dropped to $93,437,000 its lowFulton, was drowned a tragic acNEPHEW OF FULTON
Mrs. A. W. Simpson on Sunday.
D. Taylor announced this week.
est since 1919. Both figures are
NOTICE
PEOPLE IS DEAD
Mr. Hershal Lynch from Pitts- cident July 3, in the Black River,
This probably will be the last this
for January 1, 1946.
moiniursTs
burg, Penn., has been visiting hp near Popular Bluff, Mo., while on
year.
"Kentucky farmers are to be com- mother, Mrs.
William David Hass, III, died in a
Donie Liggins recent- an outing with a party of her
will make only one trip this
husband's relatives. Funeral serprivate plane crash at Bunkie, La., mended on this splendid progress," ly.
year to Fulton for the purpose of FULTON COUNTY TO
last week, as his father watched. Rice said. "There is only one dark
Bro. Green of aMrtin will preach vices were held in Dexter, Mo.,
thawing Operators Licenses
for HAVE PART-TIME
He is the son of the former Montez cloud in the picture. That is the at Bible Union next Sunday after- last Saturday afternoon.
drivers. Under the new law, each V. A. OFFICER
Henning of Fulton, and a nephew increase in number of loans made noon at 2:00 o'clock.
Mrs. Hall, who had many friend.s
applicant must appear in person, --of John and Victor Cavender and during the past year or two shore
Mrs. Mignone Morrison was ill here, is the only daughter of Mr.
wad bring their old license.
Wilson L. Gunn, contact repre; Mrs. Charles Brann of Fulton.
periods not normally suited to last week.
and Mrs. Brown Thacker. Mr.
1 will he at Atkins Insurance Of- sentative from the Veterans AdHass, 23, who flew the "hump" agriculture and for amounts higher
Little Tony Stoive had quite a Thacker was an employee of Swift
fice in Fulton, July 16, and will ministration office at Mayfield, this to China during
the war, wa,
s a than can be justified by normal severe illness last_weeki He stayed & Company of this city, and was
have plenty of help to issue Be- week set up a temporary office at student at hte
University of Ala- production and prices. Kentucky in Fulton hospital part of the week transferred to Dexter seven years
elines to all driver5. ('ome in and Hickman, at the Selective Service bama, and had flown
ago. Mrs. Hill was married in
from the farmers need to reversa this trendl and is much improved now.
get yours.
Headquarters for the purpose of university of his home.
toward inflationary credit if they
Mrs. Mildred Stafford and son, October.
JUSTIN ATTERBERY,
serving veterans and their dependMrs.. Brann, her two daughters, are to eontinue their reduction of Ray are under the care of Dr. Jones
She is survived by her husband
Circuit Court Clerk
ents. He will bp at the Hickman of- Mrs. Vernon Owen and Miss Cor- mortagage debt and avoid the un- in Fulton.
and parents; two grandmothers,
Fulton County
fiae each Wednesday from 9 a. m. della Brann, and little Norman and happy refinancing eaperience they
Mr Sam Brundige has heen quite Mrs. Pearl Thacker of
St. Lou,si
to 3 U. irlRice Owen, were in New Orleans ha dsome 15 years ago."
ill with malaria fever, but is much and Mrs. Lee Cathey of
Dexter.
The hay season marks the beginat the time of the crash with the
better nove. His son, Clifton and She is a nie.ce of Mm. Claude
WilMan is no match for woman boy's mother, and arrived in Bunkning of a period when farm acciEach mind has its own method.— family from Cleveland, Ohio have liarns and Mrs. Laura Thacker
of
when mischief reigns.—Balzac.
dents run high.
ie shortly after the accident.
Emerson.
been at home.
Fulton.

•

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
The Fulton County News
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

The farmer President said that
in Brazil, as well as in the thirtyseven other cOuntries he visited.
wherever there was a Communist
press, it attacked the rffort to provide food for the hun,;•ry working
people of the world.
Mr. Hoover makes the point that
this opposition is inteiesting because the Communist press knows
that the Christian world is denying
itself food in order that the working people of France, Belgium. Italy, Poland, Yugosalvia and twenty
other countries "may be saved frpm
starvation."
Naturally, the fact that the Commuuist press in thirty-six countries
has pursued something of a common line in opposing die effort to
feed the starving millions of Eti'l
rope and Asia can be taken as an
indication of a common policy, directed from some sourse. The suggestion that the Communists want
to produce chaos in order to "fish
in troubled waters," is emphasized
not only by the attitude of its
press throughout the world but by
the attitude of Russian representatives at practically every international conference.

•TIDBITS
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CHILDISH

JAPAN'S RISE AND FALL

FEARS

'

lt was less than one hundred
ycars ago when Commodore Perty
PUBLISHID EVERY FRIDAY
the
end
of
my
last
article
I
At
opened Japan to world trade in
mentioned being afraid cif the wood
entered as second class matter June
July, 1856. Since then, the Japanese
fires that were set by one of our
1111, 1933, at the post office at Fulton,
risen to some prominence as
eccentric neighbors at Fidelity. have
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
first-rate power, but, deluded by
That was just one o fthe childish a
progress accomplished, JapanOBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
fears that were once exceedingly the
their country to deBusiness Notices and Political Cards
real and are not too deeply buried ese leaders led
recent war.
struction
in
the
'alarmed at the rates specified by
today to be forgotten.
It is interesting to observe that
advertising department.
In the pulp magazines that we
read there were often stories of the Japanese, in 1856, wanted noSubscription rates radius of 39
foundlings who had been brought thing to do with the modern world.
MOW of Fulton $1.50 a year. Riseup by respectable families. Early Subsequently, they sent students to
where $2.00 a year.
in my life, probably because I was mahy.nations, learned niany things
the youngest child and rather small' and came home to, develop, ir a
for my age, I got the insane no- comparatively short period of time,
tion that I was not a true member modern industrial methods. Unof our family. I .did 'not mention fortunately, there was apparently
such a, 'thing, of course, for it little progress made in the developwould have been a source of laugh- ment of democratic ideals among
HOOVER HITS COMMUNISTS
ter for months and years. Every the people and certainly- no progvisitor would have been told this ress along the lines of cooperating
Herbert 'Hoover, former Presicrazy notion and would have won- with other nations. •
dent of the United States and now
dered again whether I were not
The anniversary of Commodore
in South America on a food study
"tetched in the head." I cannot re- Perry's arrival on July 14th found
for President Truman. says that
call how long that crazy notion the Japanese people, as a whole. enthe "Communist Party in every
gdaded me, but it must have lasted during the inevitable consequences
country is trying to break down
several years.
of an unsuccessful aggression. Milthe provision of food for hungry
Then there was the fear of in- lions of Japanese are suffering ..nd
peop1e an d 1h us produce choas
visible things that might eat you it will probably be many derides
where they fish in troubled watup as ycu lay in your bed. After before the nation will attain its
ers."
idSubscribe Now tor THE NEWS! an evening of scary
yarns told when forrner status.
neighbors came in to sit till bedtime I have gone to be dand cosferI have not observed msn't honed myself up head and ears, in esty to increase with their riches.
spite of warm weather, and lain
—Thomas Jefferson.
actually afraid that the invisible
A man is ricn in proportion to
goblins would start their feast. the number of
things which tie esti
Covering up with a jeans quilt on a afford .to let alone.-H.
D.Thoretiu
warm
night
is one of the warmest
JUST CALL FOR
things I can think of doing. Of
course, no preliminary of the feast
ever occurred, but I must have lost
RADIO REPAIR
several years of growth in these
Turkish
baths
after
hearing
the
at the
SERV/CE
traditional
tales
about ghosts,
haints, and. panthers.
Punishment was so often talked
Parts and Tubes
about and so often administered
that I lived in fear of it, though I
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands,
know now that what 4 got was nevFulton, Ky.
Phone 1261
er heavy. I early developed the idea
that when someone went wrong, I
would be blamed for it. I used to
HAM'S RADIO
suffer the tortures of the Inquisition when a little fellow got up to
SERVICE
say his piece and forgot it. I just
knew that the teacher would btame
me. Some of the hard-hearted boys
324 Walnut St., Fulton
would laugh at the little fellow's
discomfiture, but I di dnot. It was
no especial sympathy, though, for
my memory rarely failed me; I
could recite all a long summer's
day without a bobble and without
a bobble and without slowing down.
But it seemed certain that I would
be called in for a severe lecturing
f011"—
for something I could not help. I
suppose that this same fear made
me live in hot water because my
two older brothers just could not
get along. They really enjoyed
scrapping and seemed to fear no
punishment from
our parents.
When they were switched, it hurt
me, for I felt that I would be next.
I never was, for this fear made me
a cowardly little brat that early
learned to avoid transgressing the
letter of the law, though Iwill not
say that I did not often violate the Cash and Carry Service
spirit.
—Your Patronage Is AlSince Father was a doctor, I was
If you bake at home-baking day is any day
always afraid that I would turn up
ways Appreciated.
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Fast Rising
with some of the horrible things
Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use,extra-fast, Fleischmann's
that demanded his attention.
I
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
could djust see myself with broken
on your pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeaiit
bones, or cancer, or tuberculosis, or
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
infantile paralysis. I always looked
more than ever. At your grocer's.
pretty skinny and sickly anyway
and could easily imagine myself
"going the whole hog," as Davy
Crockett would have said. crutches; flaps over the eyes, poultices,
Phone 14
blisters, bandages, and such like
got mixed up even with My dreams
and made me fear that I would turn
out a combination of all that ever
has happened to humanity. Somehow this has been,my hardest childish fear to live .down, for I can
hear a lecture now on eyes and
forthwith develop every know disease of the eyes. It is nearly disastrous to linger in a drugstroe,
for I can feel all sorts of symptoms
coming on. I usually buy something
that I did not intend to before I
get out, remembering how certain
places hurt or burned or felt painConcrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
less. Franklin, I suggest that a
large percentage of humanity is
equally gullible, whether from a
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
lasting childish fear or some other
,
frailty.

URGE A TOUGH POLICY Four members of the House Poreign Affairs Committee, -after a
two-months trip to Europe, suggcst
"iihmediate abandonment of any
semblance of aPpeasement in our
negotiations and relations with Russia."
Representative Gordon, of
inois, Ryter of Connecticut, Mundt
of South Dakota, and Bolton, of
Ohio, the first two being
. Democrats an dthe last two, Republicans,

joined in advocating a policy c-f
"complete reciprocity" with Russia, insisting that "ho greater privileges should be extended to Russians in the United States ,than are
extened to Americans in Russia."
Moreover, they say that it bat
"become evident in Moscow emit
each time we have,taken a different attitude and refused to yield
to any and every Soviet demand,
our Embassy has found it ineresringly easier to deal with Russisn
officials."

The 4-11
evening
Rowland.
Mary Ne
Jones, Be
tender?, P
:\lartha
Mrs, Wey
GallIfS

V

111T)3, TeP4
United States
lo the Democratic. Primary for
on ‘isturday, August 3, 1%6

Se:stew

Mr. and

last wee),
Waggenei

VOTE FOR

BLAKEY HELM
Ile offers a constructive legislative program.
Be volunteered to serve in two World Wars.
Let's elect hint to serve in the Senate!
HEADQUARTERSE
on Wont .leffriwon qt.
Lusaignille 2, Ky.

BR
VOW
ti4

TELEP/101413.
CLAY 7343

PLUMBING SERVICE
R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

B. & B. SUPPLY Co.

weeks

gePs

ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

CALL US

DRY (LEANING
_and_
LAUNDRY SERVICE

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

PARISIAN
LAUNDRYALF.ANERS

Shortages are
holding him back
We in Southern Bell have been adding telephones at the
rate of 350,000 a year. But shortages have been growing
worse, and now it's harder and harder for us to get materials for manufocturing and building.
We aren't complaining for we are in the same boat as
everyone else. But we thought you might like to know the
suppiy situation on some of the biggest items in the telephone business.

fEAD—There is a world shortage

lead. Even when conditions here
straighten out, it will be some
time before adequate supplies are
available.
of

COPPER—In great demand but we
will probebly hove cdequote supplies when the smeltIng, refining
and fabricating plants get going.
TEXTILES — Serioss shortage of
canoe and synthetic yarns and
fabrics, with demand greatly exceeding supply.

effected supply in face of sorecedented demand.
RUBBER—Synthetics are is hir
supply but natural rubber is an
Government allocation.
LUMBER—Scarce supply due 66
unpreceden:ed demand and damCation of lumber trade.
BRASS MILL PRODUCTS--Usad is
Centrol Office switches and odor
telephone equipment. Supply Ira
be short until disturbed contlihome

bore

F.vt
me:
Chi

ore settled in the copper indoor%
permitting brass

STEEL—Steel and coal strikes

AI

mills to

gat

beck

to full-scale production.

It's a tough situation, but we aren't giving up, any IOUS
than you hove given up trying to get butter or shirts.

end

We're doing the best we con with what we've got
hoping these disturbed conditions will end, so we con retie
go full speed ahead.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Compaq
iNco•po•ATED

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

ST

SE

needs.

cl
Riches are gotten with pain, kept
with care and lost with grief.—
Thomas Fuller.

Adams & Lowe

di

000

Martin Highway — Fulton,

Mcde egpeciolly
Malonal Symptoms.

SAFE - QIIICK - SIRE
r, 1441

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

SY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS,FULTON, KENTUCKY.
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foo lmust now an dthen be
GOLDEN GLEAMS
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson and
BEELERTON
1.....-Asta
• l•J{J'a
right by chance.—William CowpEulean, Mr. and Mrs. Bernice
(Last Week'i)
(Last Week's)
Glissen, Mrs. Violet Bushart and
The wise man's eyes are in his er.
A chicken dinner was enjoyed
Gale. Mr .and Mrs. Edd Mount atRiches are like 'muck wblch
but the fool walketh in darkhead;
'The 4-H Club girls met Thursday
of Mr. and
tended Bro. Southern's homecom- June 22 at the home
ness.—Ecclesiastes 11, 14.
stinks in a heap but spread abroad
evening and ngiht with Mrs. Ellen
by
Beelerton
at
Pharris
Ray
Mrs.
ing for the,. soldier boys at Mayfield
There is always a majority of makes the earth fruitful—aohu
the following relatives: Reginald
Rowland. The girls spent the night:
Sunday.
Ray.
Mary Nell Morris, Francis Lee
Bennett of New York, Mr. and Mrs. fools.—Heraclitus.
Mrs. McBee and son from MaYJuries, Betty Sue Casey Helen CritHe who does not know a fool
Floyal Bennett of Mayfield; Judge
field and Mrs. Maud Lamb visited
tenden, Peggy Casey, Joyce Taylor,
and Mrs. .E J. Bennett of Fulgham; 'when he sees one is himself '
Mrs. Will Collins Sunday afternoon.
and Mrs. Lillie Bostick and the tod—Baltasar Gracian.
Nlartha Lou Casey, Mrs. Dunn and
Mrs.
Slvia
and
Byassee
Peggy
Mrs_ Wcyman ate supper with them,
hostess, Mrs. Pharis, Joe and Dale - There is in human nature, gentrom
Ky.,
Bordvillle,
spent
three
GUM'S were pSyed and a good
and Mr. Pharis.
erally, more of the fool than of
RECOGNIZED
days
week
last
with Mrs. Violet
tirne reported.
Young people of the aMyfield the wisc.—Francis Bacon. _
1
Bushart and Gale.
- Mr. and Mrs. Joe McKloskey from
Only a few things are needed
Mrs. Winifred Glisson and Mrs. Presbytery District enjoyed an outMissiszippi spent Tuesday night of
ing at Mt. Zion last week.
to make a wise man happy, but
Violet
Mrs.
Bushart,
Delsie
Owens,
Day and Night Service
last week with Mr. and Mrs, Fred
Mr. and'Mrs.-Dick McAlister were nothing can satisfy a fool.—L
Mrs. Risilla Webb spent Tuesday
Waggenei , Mrs. Waggoner
achonored Sunday afternoon with a RochefoLicamuld.
of last week shopping in Union
CALLS ANSWERED PROMPTLY
' enough
party, when many relatives and
A fool's tongue Is long
City.
celebrate their to cut his throat.—Thomas Fuller. I
to
gathered
friends
t
I
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
golden wedding anniversary.
To be intimate with a foolish
and son, Jerry spent Saturday aftThi
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McAlister of friend is like going to bed with a t
einoon with Mr. and Mrs. Burnice
Glisson. Afish supper was enjoyed Memphis spent Saturday night and razor—Benjamin Franklin.
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Saturday ngiht.
Concrete .Burial LVas*
Mrs. Dick McAlister.
•
Mrs.
Violet
Bushart
Mrs.
and
R.
k, bacon Dependideli 4.-,‘
Joe Dixon left recently for a
Mount
were hostess of a brush
E.
.`
Beauty "-party Thiusday afternoon. 17 were variation with friends and to atcamp at Camp
t Permanence
present all had a nice time. Refresh-. tend Boy Scout
Pakentuck.
Strength
ments were served afterwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell England anci
Mrs. Winfr,ed Glisson and Ionna
„.,
visited Mr .and Mrs. Burnice Glis- Shirley', Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bostick and Rickey, spent Sunday with
son last week.
.,,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bostick and chilMr
Mrs.
.and
Harson
Kelton
and
.--,,
..., .11‘1
children visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. dren.
i
Mrs. Roy Howell and; David Lynn
Webb Sunday.
-. •
the Bostick' home
- I.!' .:
111r. and Mti." peward Wilson, were visitors at
recently.
Eueline, Mr. ind -Mrs. Burnice GasOver Bridge Highway 51, Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb visson, Mrs Violet Bushart and Gale
ited with Mrs. Carl Bostick recentspent Sunday at Mayfield at the
REAL ESTATE and
ly.
Sold Only Thru ;
all day celebration in honor of all
Puneral Directors. ,
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER service men given by Bro. Huston Mrs. Ray Pharis and Dale recentDan Henry — Paul Rumley
-' Made sod Ilerrieed Im .(
ly visited Mrs. Paula Walker, MarOFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL Southers of Wingo.
Mr. and Mrs. Vestal Coletharp, tha and Boone.
BANK—PHONE 61
KATTERJOHN
Mrs. Lillie Bostick and grandson,
Mr.
Mrs. Loyd Lawtence,RichFarm and City Property ard and
(:cocrete Producti
and Martha Elaine Spent Fri- John Richard, recently visited Mrs.
List or Buy With Us! day night with Mr. and Mrs. Otis Leon Wright.
Paducah. KY.
°Kelley. Willow Springs, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Lawrence and
Richard, Mr.' and Mrs. Vestal ColeWe Never Close
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
tharp and Martha Elaine returnDUE TO MALARIA?
ed home Saturday afternoon after
Mee acts Ar °Nato re.
Enables us to serve familes who ham moved to
ii•w•...usod by nallioes
visiting relatives- in,,Ark., Okla.,
for years . . try itt
distant cities
Colo,. and Mo.,. for the past two
SAFI 4711111Ci NNW
weeks.
GAUTLJN—Use Q.rut

BRONZOLEUM

k - ,•
:•-•. .
.7- ,,,,
1..,..-.0...• .... .....--....,,.
.
f ,..

crimosniod
- Mr.
-- ---- ----. to
------- Wednesday
----s------- them
„
and Mrs. Tom Hall.
Mrs. Allie Morgan visited her
old friends and neighbor Saturday
afternoon. she visited Mrs. Winnie
Steele, Mrs. Mary Collins, Mrs.
Esta Moore, Mrs. Lela Bushart, Mrs.
Viola Moore, Mrs. Ira Rains.
Mrs. Evelyn Yates visited Mrs.
Edith Yates Sautrday afternoon.
Mrs. Ira Rains visited•Mrs. Mary
Collins Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Mildred Wallace spent several days last week with her mother• Mrs. Willie Crittenden and
picked berries, and canned them.
The; Lord visited ,us Sunday afternoon with a fine rain, which was
very much appreciated. Be glad
then, ye children of Zion, I rejoice in the Lord your God; for
he hath given you the former rain
and he will cause to
moderately,
.
come down for you the rain the
former rain, and the latter rain in
the first month. Joel 2:23.
Saturday after*noon and Sunday
vistors of Mr .and Mrs. Ferd Steele
were: Mr. and Mrs. Eli Glissen and
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart, also
Mrs. Noah Dick of Lynnville. .
and
- a nMr. d Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Jimmie Allen took Sunday dintier with Mr. and Mrs. John Yates.

DR. E. B. CHERRY
College Veterinarian

At Owl Drug Company
Phone 460

Announcing The Opening
RAILRiAli CAFE

CHAS. W. BURROW

•,

666

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

ChillsHbper

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
. Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
—

ARE YOU!PREPARED FOR THE

MEAT SHORTAGE
Everyone knows that this country, and the world, face a big
meat and food shortage. Many are buying and raising Baby
Chicks to increase their meat supply.
t

YOU, TOO CAN LOOK
AHEAD AND AVOID SCARCITY
SEE US FOR

CHICKS

BABY
tr.

S. Approved and U. S. Pullorum Tested.
"CHICKS WITH A PERSONALITY"

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

No Building.Is Immune
From FIRE-But everybody can follow these common
hazards:
IL

sense precautions and help reduce the
.1. Clean up your premises.

.2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
3. •C HECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY---be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings-and household effects.
.4. if you have any insurgnce problems or
desire additional coverage, phoneNo. 5.
•
FIRE---it can happen to you!

1

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Fulton, Kentucky
Main Street

PALESTINE
(Delayed from last week)
Mrs. Odie Leigh and daughter of
Reeves and Mr. and Mrs. C._ .T. Bowers spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Hillman Collier and faintly.
Mrs. Ozeel Holmes, Dorothy and.
Betty McKelvis spent last Thurs.
day with Mrs. Druie Inman and
neice. Lola B. Hoinies.
Sunday guests of Mr .and Mrs.
Ethel Browder and family were
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkes of
Waynesboro, Va., Mrs. M. H. Brown
Mrs.
of' San Francisco, Calif.;
George Woodrow and son, Thomas
of Oakton, Ky.; Nancy and Glenn
Naylor of Jackson, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Reed and Mr. and Mrs. Ham Etheridge of Fulton.
Mrs. Nell Bradley and family of
St. Louis are visiting her sister,
Mrs. Gus Donoho and Mr. Donoho.
They spent Sunday at Reelfoot
Lake.'
Helen King left Sunday night ;
for Chicago to join C. W. O. and ;
Mrs. Claud Muzzy on a motor trip
to the west coast.
Mrs. J. H. Naylor and son of
Jackson, Tenn.; spent Tuesday with
her sister, Mrs. Ethel Browder.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Woodrow
and family of Tullahoma, Tenn., ;
will arrive Thursday far a visit with;
the Browder's also other relatives.
Harvey Pewitt is slowly improv-;
ing from several weeks suffering
with sciatica.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert and
son, Billie and Eugene Bard left
Sunday on a vacation to Smoky
Mts.
Mrs. Gus Browder entertained
Tuesday afternoon with a party
honoring her daughter, Mrs. Beulah
Milner of St. Louis. who is spending a week's vacation with parents.

FOLKS--

Phone 390

We invite and appreciate your
patronage.

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Complete Lubrication, Washing
and Tire Repair Service.

Fields'
TEXACO

SERVICE

You'll Like Our Service
and Good Gulf Products

STATION

West State Line St.
Phone 9183
Pulton, Kentucky

DRIVE IN
TO SEE US

our custom-

We take great delight in pleasing
ers, and appreciate your patronage.

GULF GASOLINE and *MOTOR OILS
GULFLEX LUBRICATION
AUTO LAUNDRY and POLISH SERVICE
We call for and deliver your car.

Phone 1108

PIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
SANDWICHES
Oppen Sundays and Every Night

HOP'S LUNCH ROOM

Goodwin Service Station
Fulton, Ky.

Corner Eddings & Valley

Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street Frani OK Laundry
Your Patrenage Appreciated

ROCK SPRINGS
(Last Week's)
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd spent
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchel Guyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Elliott and
children spent a few days this week
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
R. Elliott.
Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Monday afternoon with Mrs. May
Hardison and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fgrt Dillon and
baby spent Thursday with her brothers. Marshal and Johnie Moore. •
Mrs. Ella Bell Guyn visited Mrs.
Nora Copelen Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. 7 Wilmuth Blackburn
and
Mrs. Sue Dawdy and children spent
Friday night and Saturday With
Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and family spent Sunday in Hickman.

Sandwiches, Short Orders, Chicken Dinners,
Plate Lunches, Confections, Tobaccos,
Cold Drinks

BUIWING
1115
.YEAR—THEN
SEE US
BEFORE YOU BUILD

See Us For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

DON HILL

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES

and NEEDLES

CONCRETE

and
GENERAL

CONTRACTING
PHONE 361

N

OWL

DRUG COMPANY

THE FULTON 'COUNTY NEWS. FULTON, KENTUCKY
DUKEDOM

as their Sunday visitors Mr. and
Mrs. Cleave Work, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Burk, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Burk and Barbara Work.
Glenn French, Barbara Work,
William Vincent, Caraline McCuin
spent the fourth at the Kentucky
Lake.
Mrs. James Adams is ill at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Work.
Mr. and Mrs. Merchie Owens attended singing at New Hope Sunday night.

PALESTINE

ROUTE THREE

HAPPINESS

it comes, comes incidentally. Make
it the object of pursuit, and it leade
us a wild-goose chase, and is never
attained.—Nathaniel Hawthorne.
As we are maw living in an eternity the time to be happy is today.
—Grenville Bleisur

What happiness is, the Bible aTo those who spent the 9th of
Bro. and Mrs. Sands were guests
certainly,
July quietly at home under their lone shows clearly and
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans and
trees, or the pic- and [mints out the way that leads
and
fig
vine
own
church.
family Sunday from
nickers, we rejoice that it is over to the attainment of it.—Coleridge.
Mr .and Mrs. Leslie Nugent spent
and less fatalities than in former
Happiness is neither within us
the 4th(with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey years. Perhaps we have learniid
or without us; it is the unonly,
Pewitt. 7
•Silo Simpkins Sags
obedience by the things we have ion of ourselves with God.—PasSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. suffered.
cal.
Rupert Browder were Mr. and Mrs.
Two mowings of the pastures.
W. E. Weems and family of
The strength an dthe happiness
Morgan Davidson, Mr. and Mrs.
Louisville are visiting ins patkmts,
each summer is an inexpensive way
out
finding
in
consists
a
man
of
Robert Watts, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mr. and Mrs, T. W. Weems.
have more grass.
the way in which God is going, and to
Bard and Mesdames Allie Browder
running water into the
spending
Lochie
Putting
is
Henley
Mrs.
going in that way, too.—H. W.
and Leslie Nugent, Mr. and Mrs.
a few days with Mrs. Cecil Taylor. Beecher.
farm house is a, good way to eliMr. and Mrs. Robert Byars of Robert Browder.
lot of kinning.
Leslie B. Harrison and wife of
When mortal man blends his minate a
Detroit, visited Mr .and Mrs. IshMr. and Mrs. Ed Thompson, Mr.
Louis
spent
week
St.
the
with
past
the
thoughts of existence with
mael Byars Monday night.
and Mrs. Robert Thompson and
NOTICE!
were guests of Mr. Mrs. Harrison's children, Mrs. C. spiritual and works only as God
Mr. and Mrs. Lerenzo (Red) daughter,
D. Neely of Fulton, Mrs. Fred Cas- works,- he will no longer grope in
_ If you have termites, write sr call
Bowden and daughter have return- and Mrs. J. 'O. Lewis in Mayfield, ho
nof Dukedom and Dean Wil- the dark and cling to earth beCarl Grooms for free impaction,
ed to their home in Detroit- after Sunday.
liams of this vicinity. Two sons are cause he has not tasted heaven.
Miss Louise Maddox, Bro. Sands
402 South 1 ith Street, Mayfield. Ly,
spending their vacation with friends
in service.
—Mary Baker Eddy Phone 716-R. Reference furdialied.
and wife and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
and relatives.
Jack Cavender and wife of DeHappiness in this world, when
Bard visited Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
troit, James Lynch and wife also
Mrs. D. L. Majors and sons, Dam- Pewitt Sunday afternoon. Mr. Pew- of Detroit, returned home Saturimproving.
itt
is
slowly
on and Eddy of Caneyville, Ky.,
"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
day after a visit here with relaMr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell,
visited Mrs. J. R. Wall and famitives and friends..
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier and
ly last week.
Theron Jones and wife visited
Jean Allen of Obion, Tenn., was family and Sharon Watts spent Sun- her sister and family, in Memphis
day
Lake.
at
afternoon
Reelfoot
the guest of Jane Wall last week.
Mrs. Alec Diggs of Paris, Tenn., this week end Mr, and Mrs. Mozelle
is spending this week with her sis- Speight.
Carl Foster, wife and daughter,
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. David Berryhill Elno Foster and wfie vvere in Fuland daughter, Snookie left for their ton Saturday afternoon and athome in Collinsville, Ill.,'Tuesday tended the show Saturday night.
morning after spending 4th with
Alvin Foster and v.,ife spent FriMrs. John Wade.
day afternoon with Mrs. G. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Burrow and Foster.
Many of our patrons tell us they like to dine
son spent Sunday with her parents,
Mrs. Lizzie Foster spent Saturday
Lake Street, Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts and at- afternoon with Mrs. J. C.. Foster
with us because the Food is prepared like they
tended church Sunday.
and visited Everitt Williams store,
like it. We strive to serve the best in well balMrs. Hillman C-olller entertained Friday night.
Next to the City National Bank
her Sunday school class of young
anced meals at popular prices.
R. B. Wright and family of
people Friday night with a picniy.
Wing° visited her mother July 4th
supper in her basement. An enwhile enroute home from the lake.
joyable evening was spent.
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
Mrs. Wright's condition is much
Sharon Watts of Clinton is visimproved.
parents,
and
'Mr.
grand
iting
her
HOME-COOKED PIES OUR SPECIALTY
Turner Weems and wife of CalMrs. Robert Watts.
Mr .and Mrs. Milton Browder ifornia visited T. W. Weems and ,
Regular Dinners—Plate Lunches
and daughter, of Oak Ridge, Tenn., wife last week and other relatives
retnrned home Sunday after spend- in this section.
Short Orders—Sandwiches
Dr. M. P. Weems of Long Island
the holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Browaler. They were N. J., visited his parents, Mr. and
Hundreds of our patrons are enjoying the
Mrs. T. W. Weems recently.
accompanied by Mr. Gus Donoho.
Hugh Rushton, Manager
E. O. Lowry and wife attended)
Mr .and Mrs. Ftoy McDade of
Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mil- church & Boaz Chapel Sunday.
rich, wholesome goodness of our pure pasteurJohn Morris of Pilot Oak was at
ner of St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brotvder and daughter, Amelia E. O. Lowry's Monday on business.
ized milk, which provides priceless vitamins
of Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Mrs. Cal
Barkley Parrish and wife went
Hogg of Fulton, spent Saturday at to B. H. Lowry's Monday afternoon.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Jimmy Clmeent and wife were
and minerals to build strong bones and healthy
State Line Street
Browder celebrating the birthdai
Fulton, Ky.
. at Mrs. G. W. Brann's Monday for
of Mrs. Cora Swiggart and Mrs. the day.
•
bodies.
Gus Browder.
A very nice dinner was given
for Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Harrison
at the home of her son, Dean Williams, Wednesday. Those present
were Mrs. Gusty Bennett, Hester
CALL FOR "PURE"' MILK
Bennett and wife, Mrs. Rufus Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. Harrison, Misses1
FOR THE HEALTH'S SAKE
Mazon Cashon and Zeller Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. J..C. Foster.
Mrs. S. J. Glover of Mayfield,1
with W. M. Foster and wife, visj
ited J. C. Foster and v,-ife Thurs.
day night, July 4th.
Mrs. G. W. Brann with P. J.
Brann, wife and son, David, visited
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbill Fri- )
day night for an enjoyable hout

Mrs. Edd Wark of Dukedom enmiscellaneous
- tertained with
a
shower Friday for her daughter-in
law, Mrs. Wayne Work, formerly
Miss Marjorie Owens. Many nice
gifts were received.
Those present were: Mrs. Will
Wills, Mrs. J. K. Johnson, Mrs. I.
T. Byars, Mrs. Merchie Owens, Mrs.
Cleave Work, Mrs. Lee Sills, Mrs.
Melton Steele, Mrs. Russel Walker,
Mrs. Jess Hainley, Mrs. S. S. Turn- bow, Mrs. Chester Owens, Mrs. Willie Work, Mrs. Fred Olive, Mrs.
Joe Work, Mrs. Carm Owens, Sherlie, Jimmie and Betty Owens, Tommie Sells, Kenneth Steele, Barbara
Sue Owens, James Walker, Dottie,
Wanda, Jessie Allen Hainley Peggy Owens, Barbara Work, Ralph
Work, Marylian and Jerry Work.
Those who sent gifts were: Mrs.
Murphy, Mrs. Loyd Roberts, Mrs.
Verde]] Glisson, Mrs. Harvey Neely, Mrs. Calvin Webb, Mrs. James
Adams, Mrs. 011ie Owens, Mrs. M.
H. Neely.
Mr. and Mrs. Ishmall Byars had

A Good Place To Eat

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
ENJOY WIDE POPULARITY

BENNETT CAFE

Announcement

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

To Our Friends And Customers
In The Ken-Tenn Territory

Or SO.

,
101.

i
tt
.0

Effective this week our brother, W. P. Burnette, takes over the
Management and operation of the FKLTON PURE MILK CO., having
purchased the plant from me.
For many years he has been active in dairy herd improvement in
West Kentucky and West Tennessee. and for several years was connected
with the Pet Milk Company in the promotion of Dairy production in
this section. His experience and background qualify him to carry on the
Fulton plant in an efficient manner. He-will appreciate your patronage.
Since coming to Fulton in 1938 and taking over the Fulton plant,
we have seen its steady growth and progress, and we have always tried
to bring our patrons the best in dairy products and service. Your loyal
support and co-operation have meant much to us, and we assure you that
we appreciate them more than words can express.
We hope that you Tvill continue to patronize the Fulton Piire Milk
Company, the home of pasteurized products, as you have in the past,
and we feel that you will not be disappointed in the quality, of the products and service rendered under the management of W. P. Burnette, as
he is anxious to see,dairying continue to make rapid strides toward
even
higher goals in the Ken-Tenn Territory.

W. Burnette

Miss Betty Hodges of Union Citil
with e friend, visited Check Ben-.
nett arid wife Sunnily.
Messrs. tiave and Noah Jones
condition is 'reported better at this
time.
NtIrs. Sallie Starks is expecting
her grandson, Wilson Cavender of
Chicago:whom she has not seen
in seven years. He was in service
that long. He with his wife and
little daughter are expected, mind
the reunion will be a hippy nne.
Jimmy Starks and Robert H.arold Bennett were aut joyriding
Sunday
thei rbikes and visited
J. C. Foster and wife.
A birthday dinner for R. S. Gossom at Carson Park Sunday was
very enjoyable by the immediate
families.
Mr. and Mrs. Birch Moon visited with E. O. Lowry and wife
Sunday night.
Billy Bard Vaughan of Detroit
is visiting relatives in this section.
Mr. ndrew Williams spent the
week end with his parents in Hickman.
Two brothers and families of
Mrs. Andrew Williams spent Sunday with her and children.
Shannon Murphy of Nashville'
spent the 4th with parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Murphy.
The W. S. C. S. met with Mesdames Allie Browder and Roy
Bard Monday afternoon with ten
members present and one visitor,
Mrs. Glenn Bard. After the lesson i
and business discussion, the hostess-1
es served refreshments of Pepsi.!
Cola and sandwiches. The meeting
adjourned to meet with Mrs. Lon
Brown in August.
Mr. N. C. Barnett and daughter,
Mrs. Lem Stanford an dgrandson.
Tommie Stanford of Luxora, Ark.,
visited Mrs. J. R. Wall and family Friday.

Phone 813-J

Fulton, Kentuckg

Notice
ANNUAL MEETING!
The Annual Members Meeting of the Hickman-Fulton Counties Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will be held at cayce High
School, Cayce, Kentucky, Saturday, July 20th
at 1:00 P. M.
Miss Amelia Stanton, Home Economist for
T. V. A. will show and demonstrate the use of
the home locker.
The Electrical Dealers in this area have contributed electrical appliances that will be given
away as door prizes.
It is urgently requested that egery member
•
be present and vote yes far the amendant to
increase the borrowing power of the Cooperative.
4a.

The auditorium will be air cooled for your
comfort.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Once again Dixie Greyhound service is
returning to its traditionally fine standards of frequency and convenience--after
a period of unavoidable interruption of
regular service. We are again pleased
to invite you to CALL GREYHOUND
for comfortable, economical service to
thousands of communities near and far.
Apd remember, too, that finer new buses,
improved terminal facilities and a host of
new bus-travel benefits are on the way.

tins

thy

1E TRAVEL THRIFTY-GO GREYHOUND
Jackson, Miss.... $6.00
3.35
St. Louis, Mo.
Jitirrhingharn, Ala. 4.95
15.85
Amarillo
10.75
Dallas
20.15
El Paso •
Atlanta .
5.85
7.30
New Orleans

4.35
Chattanooga
2.30
NAhville
Pactucab.....t,-......„ 1.80
Los Angeles ... 34_40
7.60
Chicago
Detroit
8.50
p.85
Cleveland
16.16
New York

S. tax not Included)

urnoN BUS STATION
a

.0"""‘EZ%-

Telephone 44

Carr Ebeit

GREYHOUND
11Y11.1 , ,MT
0,

LOCAL

"RVI(1

ek-

Notice To Our Patrons
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. Locker Plant Is NOW Ready
OUr irozau Food
for Operation. Patrons may call at their convenience for their key.

on-

TED

ber
to
Tat-

•

Sawyer's Market
234 Fourth St Ext.
Telephone 75

Fulton, Ky.

a menace to the purity or our
religion. The most dangerous idols
are the most attractive ones! AnyGolden Text—"No man can serve thing which cannot stand the light
two masters: for either he will hate of God's searching test of righteousthe one, and love •.1,e .ther; or ness, if chosen instead of God, beelse
will hold to one, and despite comes an idol."
the other. Ye cannot serve Cod ar.d
We of today are called upon. as
mammon."—Matthew 6:24.
was Joshua of old, to "choose ye
Lesson Text. Exodus 20: 3, 4; this day whon ye will serve." Jo.;Joshua 24: 16, 22-29; Luke 12: 25- hua was a leader who knew his
.
27.
own mind entertained no doubt aThe Ten Commandments may be bout the correctness of his policy
divided into sections. The first four and, because of this, he was in a
concern out duties to Go t; the last position to influence his paonle. He
five our duties to others, while the demanded of them that they choose,
fifth commandment, if regarded as although he did not ask that this
a religious duty, as It was by. the choice be made blindly, but only
ancient Hebrews, may be classed after inquiry and thought.
with the first four; es. if regarded
He insisted that the derision be
as a moral duty, with th! last five.
made pi omptly, and that iny flirAt the head cf thess laws stands tation with outher dieties be dethe belief in the one God, in his cisively repudiated. l'o his appeal,
absolute supremacy. When
the he offereq a fine example, declaring
Commandments were given to the without any equivocat'on and with
Hebrews, the world was given over positiveness, that , "as for me and
to the wcpship of many gods, and my houses we will serve the Lord."
the words "before me" meaii "in
Dr. Harry Emerson Fostick deaddition to me." Ruskin has said, clares, "Wherever a man discoW"There are a great many things ers anything in life on whirh he re1.vhich God will put up in a human lies, his central depetidense and
heart, but there is one thing he deepest satisfaction, aro to which
will not put up
second he gives himself, his central loyalplace."
Manty .— that is his real god ..
The st.cond dcommandment for- kind's central question is the choice
bids idolatry, the worshipping of of gods. Out of the hearts of every
images, the making anci worship- other problem rises this problem:
ping of anything tt at is graven who shall be our god — these dietor -the likeness of anything that ies that we have made, or the one
is in heaven above, or that is in God, who revealed himself in
the earth beneath, os that is in Christ?"
the water under the earth. While
While on his way to Jerusalens
Mohammendans
hold
that this great crowds followed Jesus among
commandment forbids the ar's of them be:ng people who were atsculpture and painting, the com- tracted to him but who had no inkmandment forbids only the wor- ling of who he is, and who, a. he
shipping of such things in God's well knew, had not the slishtest
stead.
Idolatrous Nature - wor- Idea of what it meant to be his true
ship was common in the day of follower, his disciple.
Turning,
Moses, and is still common in abruptly and facing them, he told
many parts of the world. Trees, them in vehement words that disrocks. mountain,
the sun, the cipleship was exteremely difficult.
moon and practically every force While he did not mean that his
of nature
was
worshipped in followers must actually hate his
some way.
loved one or himself, he did mean
While the Christian world looks that he must not tnake an idol of
with pity on the man who bows them, must make loyalty ta his
dcrn sto an idol of" wove, or stone, Lord supreme in life.
or clasps his hands and prays beAgain, De Fostiek says. "The
fore a great bronze sSatues
leivie of' harhe ancrifriends great
W. Palmer, in Today, asks, "But music; great books, great art, the
do we not all stand in ,clanges of loveliness we find in nature, many
idolatry?" Has not aokthing that a deep satisfaction in the human
takes the place of God already be- spirit, many a fine loyalty in hucome an idol? Give money, pleas- man life--they are good. But to the
ure, fame, or nationalism. or even Christian, the God' who m'de us
just bn'e own ease and comfort, the includes them all, is the fountain
place of first value and immediate- of them all, overarches them all.
ly it is transformed into an idol. Every lovely thing is a pataway
Idols do not have to be horrible, to him; every lovely thing is a
grotesque, repulsive figures to be revelation of him."
NOTES AND COMMENT
It may sound old fashioned but
it pays to buy at home.
The good man, or woman, never
,:a:raits for a complete reward.
It is remarkable how busy some
people can get over a itttle bit of
work.
l-oyalty is one of the•worcis that
the cynic reports you will find in
the book.
There is one way that every one
of us can help fight inflation; just
buy slowly.
People who object to the price of
vegetables should plant their own
gardens.
It is one trait of human nature
to take everything that is offered
without cost.
The Russians want everything
unanimous; they expect everybody
to agree with them.
The best election forecast is the
official tabulation and sometimes
this is erroneous,
The average individual -is a better
human being than most of us are
willing to admit.
If a vacation means a rest, we
wonder why some people spend
their vacation as they do.
Americanism: The belief that we
will never need an Army, Navy or
Air Corps again.

The "average driver," not the
drunken or defective driver, is responsible for a large per cent of
the nations highway accidents according to an outstanding traffic
expert, who insists that "most of the
accidents are caused by
doing
things that we already know are
wrong."
There is undoubtedly much truth
in this assertion. Almost every
driver knows that it is wrong to
pass another vehicle on a curve or
while ascending a hill, but the tendency to take a chance often overtakes caution. Oftentimes we get
by, but occasionally, there is a ser-

peach, knows nothing about what
he is missing.
Who can remember when it was
denounced as sacrilege to criticise
the august tribisnal the 'Supreme
Court?
Justice Jackson, of the Supreme
Court, evidently Wants the world
to know that he.doe$.not like Mr.
•
Justice Black.
One employer recently complained that the easier he made the job
the more careless and inidfferent
his emiiloyes become.
No philosophy is right that puts
a premium upon ignorance, regardless of the ignorance of the promoter and expounder.
Considering the vast amount of
advice that is poured into the public ear, one suspc-cts that mankind
is somewhat inclined to ignore advice.

Last week, according to the publishers, there were three or four
books turned lOose that are destined
to change the thinking. of the
world.
Life moves along, for which we
can be thankful; by the time the
average person reaches the time of
departure, he is about ready to go.
When a ma nbegins to tell you
what is wrong with humanity, the
chances are that he is tethng you
some of the things that are wrong
Some of our chronic sick people with hirnSelf,
would get well if nobody ever listIt is never too hot for an autoened to their complaints.
mobile accident on the highways
Contrary to what many people, to kill somebody and you might
supposed during the war, isolation- bear this in mind the next time
ism is not dead in tlais country.
you are In a hurry to get someWe sometimes wonder what the where.
preachers of 1875 would have said
Just to show that this is a free
about the bathing suits of 1946.
country and to express our own
The world seems to have surviv. opinion, we see little to be gained
ed the commencement oratory by the enactment of the bill purwithout receiving
an inferiority porting to unify the armed services.
complex.
When you run acrtra ak business
There is a great need of convinc- man lambasting all goveinmental
ing people who have graduated that controls ,you can fee) reasonably
they should continue their studies. ,
.•.ertain that you are talking to one
The man who doesn't think, like of the reasons why controls are
the man who has never eaten -.4 secestiary

ious accident, causing death or serious injury. Similar examples onhAd
be cited, but the central idea las
the same.
The lesson for motorists of Fulton
to get is that it is always necessary to assume that any violation of
sound safety rules will result in an
accident.
Livestock need not worry about
the "dog in the manger" as long
as there is pasture in the fiekt.
Success in farming depends not
upon the principal man you know,
but the management principles you
Icnow (and use).
.1
=
111
•Subserlbe Now for TH
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Watch Repairing
Bring your watch to us for regulation and renair service. Satisfaction assured.

Warren Jewelry Co.
311 Walnut Street

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF
THE CONDITION OF

The City National Bank
FITLTON, KENTUCKY
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE 29, 1946
RESOURCES
L,oans and Discounts
Overdrafts
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank .
Bonds and Securities
U. S. Government Bonds
Cash and Due From Banks
Total

$162,450.73
22,800.00
4,350.00
8,613.67
2,438,300.00
1,901,856.60
$4,538,371.00

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
ReferSecl for'Unearnedintentir
Reserved for Taxes, Other Contingencies
Semi-Annual Dividend No. 88
DEPOSITS
Total

$ 80,000.00
, 66,000.00
6 581 80
.
2,304.79
*
3,793.72
4,000.00
4,375,690.69
$4,538,371.00

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

We Solicit Your Patrongae On Our Record

oval
Notice
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE TO THE PUBLIC
That we have moved the Usona Liquor Store
from the %one Hotel to its new home, opposite
the Standard Service Station on Lake-st Extension near the Viaduct.

We cordially invite you to visit our new store
and inspect the fine line of %Vines and Liquors.
You'll like the privacy and cooling comfort
of our new store.

P.C. Ford

•
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morn- ing with their sister Cora and Cal•Silo Simpkins Says

It's also a long row that has ns
Unless you can afford to lose a
Nanney, passed away Friday
with or without shade.
turning,
the
sell
lot of eggs this summer,
Mrs.
ing, at the age of 83 years. He vin Roach near Fulton.
quickly
(Deiayed from last week)
spoil
eggs
W.
Fertile
quite
still
roosters.
is
sons,
Roach
leaves a devoted wife; three
Phosphate can rescue many a
in summer temperatures.
Welfare' Workers met June 26 field from an ugly fate.
Justin, Bert and J. B. Nanney; one
Back home after 12 weeks eleven daughter, Mrs. Stella Nanney, sev- with Mrs. Robert Rucrek with a
"Any step toward feeding the
Note to farm boys and girls: It's
spent at the home of my son, Beech- eral grandchildren. Funeral ser- good attendance of members and never tool ate to mind.
world's families and making the
was
er O. Finch, steering him and three vices were held at New Hope.
several visitors. Luncheon
And nowadays you can tell a fullest use of the products of farms
children through the measles; the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parrish 'lost" served at the noon hour. Mrs. farmer by the crop insect company and fisheries is a step toward winchildren also had whooping cough both their sons recently. The eldest Stephenson, home agent, made an he "keeps."
Chiropractor
ning and securing the peace."—
gardening.
with bronshitis. On recently married a Nashville wo- interesting talk on
eamplicated
Electrical help in the home comes President Truman.
June 16, Mr. Finch and I went to man. He is taking a medical course Meeting adjourned to assemble at from the "watt" you get, not "watt"
our daughter's Mrs. Mercer T. in that city. Billie joined the Navy, the B. A. Golden home next month. you want.
City National Bank Bldg
Boone for a short visit.
Curt and Harold Muzzall are
Accurate
A few good winter cover crops
and is in training near Chicago.
old
the
on
Our long-time neighbor, J. B.
pond
hugh
somesave
to
a
farmer
digging
dairy
help the
Harold Muzzall's family is gettWORKMANSHIP
thing for a "grainy" day.
ing along fine. after a seige of colds, Ridgeway farm ow-ned by them.
At Low Cost
Office Huns 9 to 12; 2 to 5
Miss Bert Golden spent last
that approached pneumonia.
Fat cotton insects mean lean
W. W. Jones & Sons
Time
and
Cloelm
Watahes
Clara
Mrs.
prosister,
cut
her
bugs
with
the
week
since
livestock,
Evenings 7 to 8 p.
W. H. Finch is reported on the
Pieces of All Rinds AccurateFuneral Home
Oliver.
duction of valuable feed materials.
sick list this week.
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
A rooster can be an expensive
Phone MK
US University
Jim Milam is quite ill at the
Guy NS. Finch has moved nome,
PHONE 97
since he serves
ANDRE'WS
MARTIN, TENN.
and will live with his parents until hoine of his daughter, Mrs. Lucy summer boarder,
flock
unless
purpose
the
useful
A Distinctive Service Well
no
COMPANY
JEWELRY
Gibbs.
he finishes remodeling his home.
Within Your Means
is kept for hatching eggs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Finch vvere
Fred Thomas and Ora are stayThe farmer who utilizes gleanings
when
reeently
surprised
happily
pasture to raise his own pork
and
McCalister,
Arny
their nieces, Mrs.
will nut have to "go to market, to
Mrs. Chas. Foy and son, Larry Foy,
market, to buy a fat pig."
drove up for a visit. Mr .and Mrs.
Sell broody hens and those that
Arnie McCalister wer ehere at attend the Dick McCalister golden don't "lay on the job" in June, July
wedding anniversary. They brought and August. Feed is too scarce and
grapfruit from their own trees in too expensive to give such hens any
consideration except for market.
ampa, Fla.
Since eggs are laid at a temperaMinard Nanney and daughter,
Retonga stated:
Shirley Arrington of Detroit were ture of about 104 degrees, they misst
"The Relief
"Nervous indigestiob kept me
Brought Me Was A H«p- feeling so upset it was almost im- here for the funeral of their grand- undergo a "cooling off periodd."
them in wire baskets over
Revetalon," Declares possible to get refreshing sleep. I father, Meakin Nanney.recently to Cool
night before placing them in cases
left
Connor
Joe
Mrs.
did
Mrs. Webb. Eats Any- couldn't eat much and what I
Nell, or cartons.
flour- be with her daughter, Mary
thing Now, Sleeps Fine eat apparently gave me little
whose husband was
4shment. I lost weight and felt dis- in Chicago,
Again.
in an auto wreck.
THE "ONE WORLD" IDEA
tressingly weakened. My elimina- seriously injured
the
at
preached
Collins
in
O.
lived
A.
I
and
Rev.
tion was sluggish
There has been considerable talk
dread of becoming an addict to the Oak Grive church resently. Rev.
Transform dingy woodwork, floors and furniture
harsh laxatives I had to take. My Hart made a talk. A boutiful lunch- about "one world," and the suginto things of unbelievable beauty with Granitoid
arms and shoulder muscles ached eon was spread on the ground at gestion is made that people are
out.of-date who do not accept the
and I suffered terrible gas pains the noon hour.
Enamel. ... Brushes on smooth as silk; spreads
in my stomach after almost every
Bud Jones was buried at Sandy march of events.
quickly and evenly; dries in a few hours into a hard,
meal. I couldn't help worrying.
Branch''Monday of last week.
It should be pointed out, however.
glossy finish of lasting beauty. ... One coat usually
of
"Retonga promptly brought me
A family reunion and birthday that while the development
... Washable, water-repellent, and so easy
enough.
glorious relief. Within a few days dinner was served Sunday in honor transportation and communciation
to clean and keep clean!
I no longer needed strong laxatives. of Mrs. Denner Webb and children has shortened distances between
Muscular aches are arlieved and I of Detroit, at the home of Mr. and the various parts of the globe,
now sleep soundly. My appetite is Mrs. Bill Worktnan near Dukedom. there has been no similar developfine and food seems to digest well Those attending were
mother, ment in the realm of political or
for I have regained twenty pounds. brothers, sisters and other relatives. eeonomic philosophies.
- further, too. One pint, for example, is enough
Goes
The relief Retonga brought me was
Consequently, when we speak of
MRS. FRED WEBB
for breakfast table and four chairs ... or one pint
certainly a happy revelation."
"one world", we should understand
ROCK SPRINGS
Ftetonga ls intended to relieve
will cover half a dozen chairs. Many lovely colors
"Thanks to Retonga I can eat
that all the phrase means is that
assyllgng now and I have regained distress due to insufficient flow of
each part of the world is, in a sew
from which to choose. Come in today and get free
McClanahan
John
Mrs.
Mr. and
twenty of the twenty-four pounds digestive juices in the stomach, loss
dependent upon the rest of the
color chart! You'll be surprised how inexpensively
Sunday afternoon
I lest while suffering from nervous of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency and Nickie spent
world and that events anywnere
you can beautify rooms and furnishings!
family.
and
Veatch
Bob
with
one
only
is
There
constipation.
declares and
isedlgestion," gratefully
have an effect everywhere.
Narie
and
Marie,
GladYs,
Misses
Resubstitute.
lent Fred Webb, respected house- Retonga; accept no
So far as political and economic
sad* of Evansville, 'Tenn. Discuss- tongs may be obtained at Deblyer Moore visited Mr. and Mrs. El- ideals are concernect, there is
night.
Sunday
Adv. Copelin for awhile
ing ber experience, she gratefully Drtig*Co.
nothing like "one world" and there
Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Wed- may be many years before the peonesday afternoon with Mrs. Colen ple of the world will learn -to coBrown.
operate through their governments.
Mrs. Ella Veatch, Mrs. Dolly In the meantime, all that an inSnow and Martha Kay C•Jpelen vis- telligent people can do is to preited Mrs. Nina Moore and .family pare themselves for cooperation and
Wednesday afternoon.
also for the defense of their way
Mr. Dewey Brown and daughter of life.
visited Arnie Brown a few days
this week.
NATIONS
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
Bro. Drace, wife and son visited
Supplies.
Moore
and
Wedof
the
in
Pressie
home
Finishers
Paints, Varnishes,
A nation is the unity of a people.
nesday.
_Cooleridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch and
A State to prosper, rrfist be built
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Mr. and MrS. Turney Byrd went on foundations of a moral charactto Hickman Friday.
er; and this character is the prinTypewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Mr. Douglas Jackson came from cipal element of its strength and
Kansas Tuesday, his family will re- the only guaranty of its permenence
Registers Carefully Repair' ed
turn with him. 'fhey
make and prosperity.—Jazeh Curry.
their home there.
The commandments of God are
Mr .and Mrs. R. A. Brown vi-ent the bread of life fo:- the nations.
to Union City Wednesday op busi—Roswell D. Hitchcock
ese" 4t4r.
God is Father, infinite, and this
Several from this community at- great truth, wisess un4rstood ,in
COMPANY
nded the Cation ttrair,at —Clinton its divine metiphysics,. *ill estabThursday.
Fulton, Ky.
lish the brotherhood of man, end
Walnut Stieet • Phone flIS
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Cash and wars, and demonstrate "on earth
Wanda spent Sunday with Mr. and peace, good will toward men."
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Patrick
and Mr. William Dillon spent Sun- •Subseribe Now for THE NEWS)
day afternoon with Jnhnie Moore.
Mrs. Nora Copelen visited Mrs.
May Hardison and family Sunday.

ROUTE FIVE

DR. T. M. REID

24 Lbs. Underweight;
Regains 20 On Retonga

GIVE YOUR
ROOMS THIS
BEAUTY
TREATMENT

GRANITOID ENAMEL

KRAMER LUMBER CO..

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

FULTON WALIP4Pa & DOE Apply,

Careful,,Expert
Cleaning Service

SUNDAY, JULY 14
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

We take careful pains with your clothes when
you bring them to us for dry cleaning.
We strive to render prompty, satisfactory
service and have built our business upon satisfied eustorner.
Bring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc.,
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
for service again.
WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.

QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue

Fulton, Ky.

"Sacrament" is the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all
Christian
Science
Churches throughout the world on
Sunday, July 14. IN&
The Golden Text is "The cup of
blessing which we bliss, is it not
the comtnunion of the blood of
Christ?. The bread whic hwe break,
is it not the communion of the body
of Christ?"
(I Cor. 10:16).
Among the citations which coin.
Prise the Lesson-Sermon is the
following from the Bible: "And as
they were eating, Jesus took bread,
and blessed it, and brake it, and
gave
tto the disciples. kind said,
Take, eat; this is my body. And he
took the cup, and gave thanks, and
gave it to them, saying, Drink ye
all of it."
(Matt. 26:26.27).
Sally Simpkins Says: Children do
what most grown-ups seldom do
enjoy today instead of regretting
yesterday and worrying about to- 1
morrow.
Turkeys eat their way to the tad
ble faster than chickens, even if
they are more particular in their
feeding requirements.

Veterinary Service
Service Day or Night
807-.1
Phone 807-R
Or Call 79

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS

These fine new trucks add still
further to the great Ford truck
reputation of more work for
lees money. Thirty-two new
engineering advancements increase their efficiency and your

profits t

TIRES VULCANI2.12)
AND RECAPPED
Auto Parts
Sporting Goods
Kelly-Springfield

Tires

MEL SIMONS
Phone 478
Upper Main St, Fulton
•

New aluminum alloy
pistons with 4 rings
each---new SELVALOY
bearings • • • the
"Itnd
many more advancements mean more work

We Service AN Makes
Our thoroughly trained truck
mechanics and special truck
service facilities enable us to
give you A-I service on all
makes.

for leas money1

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.
FULTON, KY.
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MUSIC LIKE YOU LIKE 111
VisitOur Music Department!
THE MOST INEXPERIENCED SWIMMER. CAN
SAFELY BATHE IN CIREAT SALT LAKE.
c.AN'T
A STROKE,
Sin IMRE
WES

-

TRUE

FALS
se Noma,.•••••Ce".....

We proudly announce that we have received a new
shipment of Radios, Record Players and Popular Recordings that will provide music lovers of this vicinity an opportunity to select theirfavorite tunes.Come
in ---v isit our radio and record department.

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
Answer to last weeks question—FA1SE--The sea Illy
is an animal. a form of marine life.

Radios and
More Radios

0110r0
LA$Clograsalle
RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

SONORA RADIO, NO. 209
All Electric Table Model,

You've Never Seen
Anything Like It!
We have the widest assortment of recordings in
this terriory. Popular, classical, hillbilly, blues.
VICTOR, COLUMBIA, DECCA, SONORA,
STERLING, KING, GUEEN,OKEH AND CAPITOL RECORDINGS.

$37.85
5-Tub Promenett,e Radio,
Popular table model

$29.84

Wee

%VA

WE

SONORA RADIO,TABLE MODEL
Battery set, Complete.

eauliallif

$42.76

1/;;:io

MAKE YOUR OWt4

TAKE MOOR RIR1.207. rive
tubes, no aerial ot ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet. anusvalle

RECORD ON A

SONORA Portable Radio,
All electric or battery set, vvithout
battery

'

OFT

$42.05

I
toiraddo
l rat

FREE

Son9grajRadios
. Here They Are,
7fkatEratrigV
Folks!

OA/

In radio,it's tone,ofcourse,that's
most important. And for tone-,
you think Of SONORA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
years. COme in and hear tbese new
models —then you. be the judge.

While making your
own record, study
the advantages of owning the nevi RECORDIO HOLLYWOOD
MODERN. Visualize
the hours-upon-hours
of grand entertainment
in store for you and
your family, when you
have this beautiful new
Radio-Phono-Recorder
cqrbination in your
hWe.

COMBINATION SONORA RADIO
AND RECORD PLAYER, 5 TUBES

$55.75

'
'
.*
*14000#: '

HOLLYWOOD
A
RADIO

MODERN

RI.LOR'
,FR
PHON0l,"APH

MORINO Noakes hens*
✓sieerallag simple es 1•2.3

•

itasy

apalekl

DECCA RECORD PLAYER
with separate speaker

MODEL 209
$37.95

eC

$78.40

by- WILCOX-GAY

All Electric Sonora Radio white plastic
talte model.

71te Picidets geit.PAI
cliaste Pecadaif Yptsbuiment

$23.55

FOLIONIELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

FULTON,RENTUCKit
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I

ROPER NEWS
(Last Week's)

Mrs. Charlie Sloan of Cayce spent
several days last week with her
mother, Mrs. W. W. Preuett.
Mrs. Frank Henry and son, Billy
spent last week end in St. Louis,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Thad Tay-
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FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Deuble Feature
SIMI NPOMs

CI '
. -FILIS,-JOE KIRKWOOD
1VtilP4

ELYSE KNOX
in

Joe Palooka, Champ
Comedy—Fresh Fish
Srandaty - Monday - Tuefthliy
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News and Occupations No. 1
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
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Comedy and Fox News

_If Rs New—Dotty Has

DOTTY'S
GIGANTIC 2-DAY
DRESS SALE
Friday-Saturday Only

tor and daughters, and also her
uncle Arthur Roper,„and other relatives.
Miss Dorothy Sue Mosley visited
Miss Welma Sue Brasfield Monday.
Mrs. James Howard Owens is
visiting her husband, James Howard Owens, who is a patient in a
hospital at Camp Atteberry, Ind.
Mrs. Joe Atwill, Mrs. Frank
Henry, Mrs.. Cledge Owens, Mrs.
Joe Lewis Atwill and others visited
Mrs. D. D. Davis and Mrs. Clint
Workman, Monday.
Mrs. Rishard Semons of Union
City visited her mother, Mrs. Mina
Clark, Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Johnston of Hickman
ond Mrs. Mina Clark visited Mrs.
R. A. Fields4Vionday afternoon.
Miss Jaine Dell Jones returned
home from St..„Louis, where she has
been visiting'5er aunt and Mrs.
Damon Vick and family.
Mr. and Mrs., E. C. MoOley and
children spent a few days last week
at Proternus, Tenn., where they
visited his sister, Mrs, Hollin Roberts and family.
Mrs. Chester Leip and son visited Mrs. Mina Clark Sunday.

Elliott, Lydd Gene Nabors, Mr. and
Mrs. Rick Abbott, lames Rowlett,
Mr .and Mrs. E. R. Frederick of
Lansing, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. W.
T. Elliott of Dresden, Mr. and Mrs.
W. W. Elliott and John E. Elliott
of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. Max Council of Union City, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Batts, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Batts, Rita Jean, Violet Marie Batts,
Mrs, Lilly Stanley, Kenneth Stanley, Maxine Stanley, Doyce Simons, Marcella Simmons, Shirley
Simons and Mary Helen Watts of
Wingo, Ky.
The revival meeting started at
Mt. Moriah Sunday night. Rev
McMinn, pastor, is conducting the
services.

Mrs. Nettie Permeater is slowly improving.
Johnie Oliver is recovering nicely after an operation for rerribvel
of tonsils and adenoids.
• ,
Mr. Jack Cunningham, Mt. and
Mrs. Will Radford of Port ACre,
near Port Arthur, Texas, visited
the W. H. Fineh home Monday.
They are making their headquarters with their sisters, Mrs. Tilman
Oliver and J. .T. Clement, seeing
as many relatives and friends as
ROUTE FIVE
possible.
Mrs. Ruth Finch is enjoying a visThursday was a big day at the' it' with her sister, Mrs. Nora Dancy
home of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Ell- of Toronto, Canada.
iott of near Chestnut Glade. All .Mr. and Mrs. G. Finch's small
the children were home ,for the son, Stephen Albert, had his first
first time in 18 years. A grand birthday Sunday at the home of
time was enjoyed and dinner was his* grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
served at the noon hour. Those pre- H. Finch.
sent were .Bob Elliott, Jasper EllMr. and Mrs. Beecher Finch and
iott, Aladis Disque and Nanlcine family visited the Hale Williams
Elliott of near Fulton, Woodrow family Sunday.
Elliott of Detroit, W. T. Elliott of
Freddie Towles is expected home
Dresden, Arnella Abbott and Dru- on furlough soon.
cilia Freilerick of Lansing, Mich,:
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight
Elizabeth Council of Union City, and daughter, Lou Ellen, are visitMr. and Mrs. Bill Elliott, Sonny ing her mother, Mrs. Stella NanElliott, Darlene Rodman, Mr. and ney, her grandmother, Mrs. Sallie
Mrs. Bob Elliott, Joyce,Nina, June, Nanney and other relatives.
Larry Joe and Harry B. Elliott, Mr.
Mr .and Mrs. Roy Watts attendand Mrs. Raymond Discjue and ed the Holiness reunion near SeDannie Disque Jasper and Nanicine dalia Saturday.
Regret to learn of the death of
Rev. Rucker, who preached so long
at Mt. Modell. Sympathy is extended to the bereaved.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

Salle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois. If ers have to pay.
there are enought of usi maybe we
At that, patched soles are not as
can still, late as it is, do something conspicuous as patched seates.
about it.
Depleted soil may afford a living of sorts, but you can't bank
The man who "Wore out three on it.

- The government, in settling (?)
the coal strike, has recognized the
principle that a labor union has the
right of levy tribute on each unit
of production. Who administers the
fund or how it is administerAl is
relatively unimportant; the principle is what counts.
From now on similar levies will
come thick and fast. There will be
a, levy not later than rtext year on
every automobile, every ton of steel
washing machine, VaCUUM cleaner, electric . iron, refrigerator, and
go on and Gp and on.

farms" also wore out his welcome
The farmer who would go on
among good farms.
his own cannot afford to "go on"
A sour note is one the endors- too many notes.

In the Demoeratie Primary for United States Senator
on S•turday, August 3, 1%6

VOTE FOR

13LAKEY HELM
He offers a constructive legislative programa.
He volunteered to serve in two World Ware.
Let's elect him to serre in the Senate I

The only 'thing that can stop this
piratical tax which, if it isn't stopped, will pyrami dto the point
HEADQUARTERS,
431 West Jefferson St.
whree the cost of everything will
Looleville 2, Ky.
be so high that no one can buy
anything, is action by Congress, and
this, judging by the past, is a forlorn hope.
StIVIMMIIIIHMINMENIMMEMINIIMMAIONIMINVAINTIF
Congress, for more than ten
years, has looked the other way
every time anything concerning labor came up and there isn't murh
hope of getting it to look facts in
the face any time in the near future.
Of course, it Isn't right to put
the blame on Congress. Actually
it's the people theViselves who are
to blame. Too many of them have
fallen for the new deal soothing
syrup of something for nothing:
spend what you have as fast as
you get it because when you don't
have it, the government will take
care of you; your employer is a
crook who will cheat you out of
your eye teeth if you don't get
him first. Oh, yes, this new deal
stuff is a great line of hooey. I
used to think that one day the people would see through it and turn
on their so-called benefactors; now
I'm not so sure.
If any turning is to be done, it
will have to be done in the very
ONCE UPON A TIME
near future, otherwise we'll all
Once upon a time there was a have to lose everything we possess,
man, who lived in a town. and many of us our lives, before startspent all bis money away from ing to rebuild from scratch.
home. He was sure that he could , Why it Isn't possibi.e for every
take care of himself, and that his American to see this is beyond my
town didn't mean anything to him. comprehension. Our Federal GovAfter a few years, his business ernment is now controlled absolutewasn't as keen as, he had hoped it ly by a small handful of labor leadwould be, his friends didn't seem ers who are, with the consent of
to think he was quite as ,mpp_irt- .Congress frid the approval of the
ant as he thought he was, and trade Supreme'Court, above each and
every law of the land. A Republic
seemed to flow by his doors
which is founded on equality and
He began to watch his competitor,
justice, cannot be operated on that
who he found was an ittigent adasis.
vertiser, a contributor to the pubWhat about the people? Well,
lic purse, a man anxious to give
frankly, if the people of this coun30Me of his time and thought to
try, with their heritage of liberty
community- projects, and a believer
and freedom, are so dumb, so spinein the fact that it pays to keep
less and so greedy that they will
money, where it can keep floating
around between the stores and permit a fe wmen to destroy our
form of government and wipe out
business there.
Envelopes
Letterheads
everything that they have accumuAnd, after noting all these factors lated during a lifetime,
they dehe continued to wonder why some serve their
fate. They deserve to
Statements
Ruled Forms
of his ald customers went to the be slaves of the
State as they are
newcomer, and why almost every- not capable of govenrning
themSale Bills
body had the idea that he was a
tightwad and his competitor a pubow there are quite a few harlic-spirited leader of community
Wedding Announcements
deyilvsle:
ou
.ls who, like myself, are ready
life.
and willing to fight to the last ditch
for Constitutional government, the
Visiting Cards
If this nation gets into another
greatest blessing Almighty God evwar it will rely upon "brass hats''
er bestwed on mankind any place on
to avert disaster.
Personal Stationery
the face of the earth. I'd like to
hear from everyone who feels that
way. My address is 39 South La
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The Public Appreciates

QUALITY IN PRINTING
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Fulton Printing
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Fulton, Kentucky

Distinctive Printing

Engraving

Stationery

°Spans

Comedy- and Serial

°Piques
°Values To
$8.98
Only

SUNDAY-MONDAY
GENE AUTRY
in

"Under Fiesta Stars"
Musical and Cartoon

35 BLOUSES

$2.00

HUR1IY!
Only
27
DRESSES
Six' es Limited
Values To
$12.98

Plus

"Where Do We Go
From Here"

Now
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Refreshing moment
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Shop In Fulton
Air Cooled

Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf...
You can bake at a moment's notice
fyou bake at home—you'll cheer wonderful Fleischmann'a Fast
Fast
Rising Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use ... extra-fast, Fleischmann's
lets
Rising stays fresh, potent for weeks on your pantry shelf . .
time.
any
at
.
quickly
bread
delicious
out
you turn
house ...
No more being "caught-short" without yeast in the
could use it.
no spoiled dough because yeast weakened before you
time
With Fleischmann's Fast Rising you can start baking any
need
... finish baking in "jig-time." It's ready for action when you
grocer's.
it. Get Fleiachmann's Fast Rising Dry Yet* at your
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